WOLF REPORT
Wolves for many generations have been known to be devils and associated with evil,and for
those false accusations led to the death of many wolves.Wolves have made a comeback since
those dreadful times but still have a long way to go to make it back up to their average
numbers.The Red wolf(Canis Rufus)is still struggling hard to make a come back in the U.S.The
WCC(wolf Conservation Center)helps to try to bring the Red wolf population back,its has helped
a lot.Sadly,Red wolves still are endangered but with help from people and more wolf fans out
there ready to help the WCC and other Organizations can help bring those Red wolves back!

Wolves are important to our ecosystem because if wolves went extinct the food chain would
crumble.Wolves help keep down the elk and deer populations by getting the diseased ones,and
the animal carcasses help provide nutrients to the earth's soil.That makes wolves very beneficial
to the ecosystem.But,as their are huge wolf supporters there are wolf haters too.Those wolf
haters usually consist of farmers and other people who own livestock,and because there is very
little forest or wolf habitat for food,wolves go to the livestock so they can get an easy meal.And
then that one single killing makes farmers and ranchers angry and that anger causes them to
shoot the wolves.But there are wolf supporters that help wolves and love them!And huge wolf
lovers and supporters are always there to help wolves recover from endangerment.And even
though there is a bunch of wolf hatred there will always be someone who love them and will
protect them.Wolves once even have been almost wiped out of existence but with the help of
humans wolves were able to make a comeback and live alongside some humans with
peace.Although there still are some certain wolf species that still need help such as the Red
wolves,and the Mexican gray wolves there is a chance that they will replenish with humans
help.

